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For Youht With Youth
 

Policy-making event in Egypt

Policy-making event in Libya

Young women engaged in policy-making efforts during the two-day
“exhibition/youth opinion space initiative” in Lebanon



 

 

 



 
 youth engaged in

policy-making on crime
prevention 

youth leaders from
national youth advisory

boards trained on
integrity, corruption

and family skills
 

youth engaged in
workshop sessions

addressing anti-
corruption

youth impacted by
the LULU crime

prevention through
sports programme 

youth and families
reached by the World

Drug Day (WDD)
awareness-raising

activities

children and youth
visited UNODC's booth

on International
Volunteer Day

 

youth engaged in
rehabilitation and

reintegration workshops
in communities and
detention centers

prisoners reached
by awareness

campaign on drug
prevention

 
families benefitted from

the SF family skills
programme 

school students
benefitted from the
sports equipment in

schools 





“It gave us personal
strength and improved

our life skills, for
example, to treat our
friends and interact

with others” 

"The programme taught
me to tell everything to
my parents and not to

hide anything to stay safe
as well as how to achieve
my dream of becoming a

police officer"
Tala (14), a participant to

the LULU programme from
Palestine

“This experience has taught
us new and creative ways
of dealing with challenges
and how to make life a bit
easier, for example how to

be more resilient to bad
peer pressure and related

risks”

Ziyad (11), a participant to the
SF programme from Egypt

Eve (14), a participant to the
LULU programme from 

 Lebanon

Amira (17), a participant to
the LULU programme from

Egypt

 "I understood that if I
want to achieve my goal,  

I need to organize
myself, set rules and
objectives and also

accept help from others"

Jumana (15), a participant
to the LULU programme

from Libya

"My favorite part was how to
have healthier relationships,

how to set our boundaries
with people, how to keep our
distance, whom to trust and

whom not to… This
experience was truly

empowering. "



To our national counterparts
To our UN sister agencies
To academic institutions
To CSO/NGOs & youth boards and
networks
To our funding and development
partner, the German Ministry of
Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ)

SPECIAL THANKS

With their support and cooperation,
we were able to and will continue to
pursue our programme's mission of
empowering youth against and
gaining resilience from drugs, violence
and crime in the years to come.


